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Abstract This paper presents preliminary experiments with
a geometrically simple target and a new architecture of the
microwave screening system capable of obtaining radar images
of moving subjects. The system is based on the combined use of
a video-tracker and a linear antenna array. Inverse synthetic
aperture is formed by arbitrary motion of the target in the
vicinity of the array. A video-based system tracks the target and
allows coherent processing of synchronously registered radar
data, and eventually obtaining detailed radar images of
concealed objects.
Index Terms — Concealed weapon detection, inverse synthetic
aperture radar, ISAR, microwave imaging, multi-static radar,
personnel screening, radar imaging, security.

I. INTRODUCTION
Modern fully-functional active microwave personnel
screening systems use synthetic aperture to obtain a detailed
radar image of the subject with diffraction limited resolution.
These systems can be split into two groups on the basis
of the principle of aperture forming: the systems that use
mechanical scanning in one direction, and the systems with
fully electronic switching of antennas spatially distributed in
two-dimensions. Effectively, any microwave screening
system collects samples of reflected electromagnetic field on
a surface fragment in the vicinity of the subject. For example,
the most widely used microwave screening system L-3
ProVision uses scanning with a pair of vertically oriented
linear antenna arrays along a circular path around the subject,
which provides vertically distributed samples by electronic
switching of the antennas and by mechanical motion
in the perpendicular direction.
More recent approaches are based on fast electronic
switching of antennas or antenna elements distributed in two
dimensions [1], [2]. Increasing the number of antennas in
two-dimensional antenna array substantially complicates
the hardware part of the system. In spite of their fast
electronic switching and ability to generate radar images with
video rates, they do not increase the throughput of the system
due to reliance on subject’s cooperation to expose all sides
by self-rotation. The only advantage of fully electronic
systems is elimination of one dimension from the screening
system: instead of a portal that isolates the moving antennas
the system appears in a screen form-factor. The reduced size
of the system allows its deployment in the areas with
limited space.
Further improvement of the systems with partial mechanic
scanning may involve employment of multi-static linear
antenna arrays instead of mono-static antenna arrays since
it simplifies the hardware of the system in terms of reducing
the number of antennas and the switching matrix
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behind it [3]. It is worth mentioning that the design
of the systems with electronic switching follows multi-static
architecture [1] due to requirement to cover two-dimensional
surface with antennas. In this case reduction in the number
of antenna elements is critical. In spite of that, the total count
of antenna elements remains very high.
The two mentioned architectures with partial mechanical
scanning and fully electronic switching in form factors
of a portal and a screen respectively may still leave space for
a system architecture that could surpass the mentioned above
in terms of outer dimensions, hardware simplicity, and
achievable throughput. This architecture was formulated and
studied in our previous papers [4], [5]. A system with this
architecture uses inverse synthetic aperture, which is formed
by the free motion of the subject in the vicinity of a vertically
oriented antenna array. The coherent processing of the radar
signal is achieved by pairing the radar system with a 3D
video sensor, which aims to track the subject and provide
detailed trajectory data to the data processor of the system for
the joint signal processing. This 3D sensor may be based on
time-of-flight principle, structured light illumination,
or stereo vision. The output data of this sensor must include
depth information about each pixel of the visible scene.
In [4] the architecture of ISAR-based microwave screening
system was given with the signal processing technique for
a mono-static
antenna array. Several peculiarities
of the system were considered: the influence of positioning
errors of the video system on the generated radar images and
their artifacts, the overexposure effect, etc. The effect
of overexposure emerges when a part of the moving object
stays longer in proximity to the antenna array due to the
given trajectory. Thus this part of the object appears brighter
than the rest of it without additional post processing steps.
A radar system with mechanical scanners that can be used to
acquire the mono-static radar samples by raster scanning was
also presented. A sample of radar image obtained with the
help of this setup was given.
In [5] we use numerical modeling with realistic 3D shapes
of a human body with a concealed object and consider
walking trajectories to estimate the performance of different
linear antenna arrays on the basis of generated radar images:
both mono-static and multi-static. The possibility of
decreasing the number of antennas in the multi-static antenna
array by a factor of 3 without influencing the resolution
of radar images in comparison to the mono-static antenna
array with densely positioned antennas was shown.
The influence of synthetic aperture length in the direction
of subject’s movement was also considered. It was shown
that the effective aperture length should not be less than
3 meter in the simulated geometry to obtain the detailed radar
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image of the whole body: 1.5 meter to get the radar image
of the front surface when the subject is approaching, and
additional 1.5 meter when the subject is moving away to get
the radar image of his back. The influence of the mismatch
between the clothing observable by the video sensor and
the trajectory of the body required by the radar data
processing algorithm was estimated in the generated radar
images with various signal bandwidths. It was shown that
decreasing the signal bandwidth allows for a greater
mismatch between the clothing and the body surfaces
because of the increased focus depth. This simulated
advantage of narrow-band signals suggests very simple
design for the microwave screening system by using
the microwave planar technology. System Eqo by Smiths
Detection [2] is an example of the microwave screening
system that uses a narrow band signal and has high plane
view resolution due to its large aperture size that
simultaneously endows the system with a short
focusing depth.
In this research, we present preliminary experiments to
support feasibility of the microwave screening system
of inverse aperture. In the experiments below, an ordinary
camera is used instead of a 3D video sensor. The distance to
the target is suggested here to be known a priori. Later, it will
be determined by swapping the camera for one of the popular
3D video sensors, the performance of which is
currently tested.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In the next
section we describe the setup and the used experimental
technique. Further, the joint calibration technique to establish
relationship between the reference frames of the radar system
and that of the camera is given. The fourth section describes
the joint signal processing technique. The obtained
experimental results are presented in the fifth section. Further
work and suggested improvements to the setup conclude
this paper.

Fig. 1. Photo of the setup with the remotely controlled VNA,
linear drives, and camera.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In these experiments we use a setup consisting of a vector
network analyzer, three linear drives with stepper motors,
a pair of transmit and receive antennas connected to the VNA
by flexible armored feeders, and a camera. The camera and
the VNA are directly under the remote control of a personal
computer, while the three linear drives are controlled through
a microcontroller with custom firmware. Paper [6]
in the proceedings of this conference is fully dedicated to the
setup and a few research projects where this setup can be
used. The photo of the same setup equipped with the camera
is shown in Fig. 1. The third linear drive that moves a cart
with an attachable target is shown in Fig. 2. This linear drive
moves the cart with the target by regular incremental
intervals in horizontal direction during the calibration stage.
At the measurement stage, with the radar signal processing
based on optical target tracking, the plywood sheet, on which
the cart moves, can be placed at an angle to make a ramp.

Fig. 2.

Photo of the third linear drive with the cart and a target.

Fig. 3 illustrates the sampling geometry attained by
the setup. Two vertically oriented linear drives are placed
closely to each other so that the adjustable distance between
the transmit and the receive antenna sampling lines is equal
to dtxrx. The linear drives move the transmit and the receive
antenna independently. These drives and the VNA are
controlled by the computer so that they provide complex
samples of the signal on the predefined frequency grid
in the positions annotated “Tx sampling points” and “Rx
sampling points” in Fig. 3. These signal samples correspond
to the samples of the multi-static antenna array with
stationary antennas placed at the same points. A single multistatic sampling volume consists of NtxNrxNfr complex values
acquired at all spatial combinations of the transmit and the
receive antenna positions. This sampling volume is acquired
for each static position of the target, which is moved
by the steps of programmable length dtg. After each
incremental movement of the target the sounded scene is also

automatically photographed. This methodology of
conducting the experiment effectively follows the step
motion technique used in animation production.

Fig. 3.

Sampling geometry of the experimental setup.

To compensate for the variable coupling of the antennas,
the full volume of multi-static samples was acquired without
the target at the background of an absorbing panel.
This volume was later used to remove the effect of variable
coupling in the samples with an incrementally moving target.
The geometry presented in Fig. 3 has two reference
frames. Frame XYZ is the frame in which the coordinates
of the linear drives are given. The second frame is connected
with the camera. Only the image plane of the camera is
shown in Fig. 3. The image obtained by the camera is given
in image frame YiZi. The experiments with the setup involve
two stages: calibration and measurements. The calibration
stage is necessary to establish the correspondence between
the target plane and the camera image plane. This calibration
technique is described in the following section.
The measurement stage involves placing the target, which
has optical contrast markers for easy tracking, and
a concealed object, which reflects the radar signal that passes
through optically opaque cover. The position of the
concealed object in relation to the optical markers does not
change during the experiment. The orientation and the focus
of the camera should remain the same as it was during
the calibration stage. The processing of the radar signal relies
on the trajectory data provided by the image processing and
the established transform between the target and the image
planes.
III. JOINT CALIBRATION OF OPTICAL AND RADAR SYSTEMS
The joint calibration of the optical and the radar systems
is required to establish correspondence between the reference
frame, in which the transmit and the receive antenna
sampling points and the target coordinates are given, and the
image plane. Since the motion of the target happens
in a plane, which is referred to as the target plane, it was

necessary to find the projective transformation between
the two planes. To find this transform, one needs to establish
the correspondence between four points in the radar image
and the image taken by the camera [7]. To achieve this,
a special target was created. It consists of four foil-cut
circles, 3 cm in diameter, glued to a paper sheet
in the vertices of a square with a side of 26 cm. The surface
of these circles was painted black for them to have high
contrast in optical images. The photo and the reconstructed
radar image of the target used at the calibration stage
are given in Fig. 4. The photo of the target presented
in Fig. 4 is the actual photo taken by the camera used jointly
with the radar system. The precise positioning of the radar
signal samples was guaranteed by the stepper motors.

Fig. 4. The optical image (left) and the radar image (right)
of the target for finding the transformation matrix.

The transformation from the image plane to the target
plane can be written as
T
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The correspondences between four points, each with two
coordinates, give eight linear equations to find eight
parameters of the matrix in (2). Solving this system
of linear equations gives required transformation M.
IV. RADAR IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
The trajectory of the target was established by tracking it
on the sequence of photos taken for each target position after
the multi-static samples were acquired. Because of using
an ordinary camera in these experiments, only a flat motion
of the target with a known distance to the target plane was
considered. Later this limitation will be removed
by employing a 3D video sensor, which provides depth
for each pixel of the image. An example of the photo
sequence is shown in Fig. 5 where each tenth frame of the
total 71 frames is shown starting from the first one. The
target in Fig. 5 is segmented from the background, threshold
applied, and distortion removed. The target has four contrast
markers with codes at the corners to be easily tracked by
the algorithm from [8]. Behind the target with the optical

markers there is an invisible foil-cut radar target with
an unknown position and orientation.

go straight to the stage of automatic processing to detect any
concealed objects without generating any imagery that could
be treated as privacy violation.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

αtg
Fig. 5.

Tracking of the target with a hidden reflective object.

The markers were detected on the first photo to generate
a fine grid of nodes to serve as dynamic radar focusing
points. Every time when the target was moved, each
of the four optical markers was automatically tracked and
the position of the nodes was recalculated on the basis of the
new positions of the optical markers. This concept can be
applied to a more complex shape or object provided that this
technique is applicable to the object’s smaller parts similar to
the considered target. Of course, in the real screening system
the artificial markers are to be removed in favor of features
based on texture, geometric shape descriptors, etc.
To calculate the radar image for a moving target we
modify the method of back projections from [9] so that it can
be applied to a moving object. The ambiguity function Qj for
each node j of the introduced dynamic grid within
the moving target was calculated according to
Qj 
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The following notation is used in (3): E  zn , zm , t , f  —
multi-static signal samples with the variable antenna
coupling removed at the frequency f, Ntx — the number
of transmit antenna sampling points, Nrx — the number
of receive antenna sampling points, Fmin — the initial
frequency of the radar signal during a sweep, Fmin — the
final frequency of the radar signal during a sweep, t1 and t2
— the virtual time moments corresponding to the initial and
T
the final positions of the target, r j  t    xtg , y j  t  , z j  t  
— the vector of node j of the dynamic grid on the surface
T
of the object at the virtual time moment t, rn   0, ytx , zn 
— the coordinate vector of the transmit antenna sample with
T
the index n, rm   0, yrx , zm  — the coordinate vector
of the receive antenna sample with the index m.
The values Qj calculated for each node j are presented as
the radar image of the object. Since the transformation can be
calculated between two arbitrary poses of the target it is
possible to use any pose from the sequence for remapping the
radar image to it. For a complex moving object like a
walking human, this means that the radar image, after signal
accumulation, can be calculated for an arbitrary characteristic
pose of the subject, or evading this stage, the radar image can

In the experiment with tracking the target the latter
is moved by the incremental steps of 1 cm from the upper left
to the lower right corner as shown in Fig. 5. The target has
a foil-cut object attached to its reverse side, which can not be
seen in the photo and is to be found and classified
in the resulting radar image upon conducting the experiment.
The
multi-static
radar
samples
were
obtained
for the parameters of the setup collected in Table I.
TABLE I
PARAMETER VALUES USED IN EXPERIMENTS
Parameter Description
Number of transmit antennas
Number of receive antennas
Transmit antenna interval
Receive antenna interval
Distance between tx and rx arrays
Number of target sampling points
Minimum frequency
Maximum frequency
Number of frequencies
Distance to the target
Target trajectory slant angle

Symbol
Ntx
Nrx
dtx, m
drx, m
dtxrx, m
Ntg
Fmin, GHz
Fmax, GHz
Nf
xtg, m
αtg, °

Value
9
9
0.01
0.09
0.07
71
15.55
15.59
3
0.3
16.8

The multi-static samples at frequency Fmin for the slantwise
moving target are shown in Fig. 6. Each column
of the images in Fig. 6 represents multi-static samples sorted
vertically in accordance with the positions of effective multistatic samples of all combinations of the transmit and the
receive antenna positions as described in [6]. The left image
in Fig. 6 shows the numerically simulated signal samples in
the exactly reproduced sampling geometry and the target
trajectory. The image in the center in Fig. 6 demonstrates
the effect of varying antenna coupling due to their relative
motion, while the image on the right gives the multi-static
samples with the antenna coupling effect removed.

Fig. 6. Multi-static samples for the target moving slantwise:
numerical simulation (left), experiment w/o antenna decoupling
(center), and experiment with antenna coupling removed (right).

The radar images reconstructed for the simulated and
the experimental multi-static samples, with the assumption
that the target moves horizontally with 1 cm interval, are
shown in Fig. 7. The assumption on the horizontal movement
of the target is too rough and prevents obtaining detailed
radar images.

Fig. 7. The reconstructed radar image of a concealed target
for the simulated (left) and experimental (right) multi-static samples
with a rough assumption on the target trajectory.

The radar images reconstructed for the same simulated and
experimental multi-static samples with the target being
tracked on the sequence of photos are shown in Fig. 8.

of a lightweight transmitter and receiver with a 10 MHz
synchronization link to be moved by the same scanners.
The presence of the same synchronization source will
remove high frequency feeders from experiments, which
contribute to the errors of phase measurements
due to bending.
Because an ordinary camera was used in these
experiments, the distance to the target was preset instead
of being measured by the depth channel of a 3D video
sensor. In the next experiments it is planned to rely on the
ability of a 3D video sensor to measure the distance, upon
making its proper calibration. For a full-scale experiment it is
also required to rely on the features that are naturally peculiar
to the tracked objects instead of the artificially created
contrast markers. The problem of tracking the subject is
currently well formalized in the machine vision and has
several approaches to choose from. It is expected that
adopting one of these techniques to the problem at hand will
require its moderate modification.
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